
Nary (ER) A/17/73 
not until folding it to put into the envelope,  .ai4 I notice that the page Gary sent 

,e 
me from the inventory had earlier- beenlelded for let

tereeized envelope. Be used a 

legaleeized in seeding it to me. Sgeeelat foldwaanot because of his seneing it to me. 

This has made me think of Otheretbinge, if not to draw conclusions. 
Be usually uses a 

zerox. This is an Apeco-type paper or of a meOdneof the kind in Bu
d's office, -which cuts 

the paper and allows for adjustment is sizeJ Baying though of this I
 removed it from the 

envelope and measured it and it is 	that 11 inches, the standard Apeco and other size. 

Now if Gary made this copy for me, first of all there was ne need to
 disassemble the eases 

to make thu copy, foe the relevant part isiwt up to the top. Second
 of all there was no 

need to resume a dopy that clearly has beet seierely, 
folded at letter size rather than 

legal prior to mai.ling it to me. Even discoloration is clear at tho
se folds. So, all I 

can-and do-eay is that there is something be still haen't said. Mor
eover, thin is amuch 

less clear copy than can be made from the'copy I consulted of the co
py that had been cede 

of the copy that Bud had for use in my case, and thta is what? routt
h generation? This is 

lees clear than fifth, and Gary says it was made fraa the copy the A
 sent him. Can't be 

or he used an incredibly bad machine and "re
used this page after copying. It sure looks 

-even worse than I said. I'll not add this to him. 11W 

Afterthough. You need not return it, but so thcsr^ 	be no que.-Ition, I have enclosed 
Gary's legal-sized envelope. The postmaek w417  ' ';Ive no doubt, And to avoid any other 

,question, I have foled it in half twice so it can't t duplicate naaicingn of thee pago. I have ala6 marked the be jr 	od two of the three folds In redwil 


